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TOP STORY

The Road to COP26
The UN Climate Change Conference, or COP26, will be held October 31-November 12
in Glasgow, Scotland. COP26 is expected to convene more than 190 world leaders,
together with tens of thousands of negotiators, government representatives, business
leaders, and citizens.
EEI Executive Vice President of Public Policy and External Affairs Brian Wolff will lead
a delegation of EEI member company CEOs and representatives in Glasgow, where
they will work to highlight our industry’s leadership in reducing carbon emissions and
our commitment to tackling climate change.
EEI’s member companies are leading a clean energy transformation. We are united in
our commitment to get the energy we provide as clean as we can as fast as we can,
without compromising on the reliability or affordability that are essential to the
customers and communities we serve. Overall, carbon emissions from the U.S. electric
power sector are at their lowest level in more than 40 years—and will continue to fall.
We look forward to showcasing our industry’s leadership during COP26, as we
continue to work to reduce emissions in our sector and in other sectors such as
transportation.
Be on the lookout for a special Energy Talk In Depth issue about COP26 that will
explore EEI member companies’ clean energy leadership and our participation in this
global summit.

IN THE NEWS

Electric Company Leaders Showcase Clean Energy
Leadership
The annual Climate Leadership Conference (CLC) is North America’s premier event
dedicated to addressing the climate crisis through policy, innovation, and business
solutions. The conference, which is hosted by the Center for Climate and Energy
Solutions and The Climate Registry, and sponsored in part by several EEI member
companies, brings together forward-thinking leaders from business, government,
academia, and nonprofit communities to showcase climate leadership.
On October 14, the CLC “Decarbonizing the U.S. Power Sector” panel addressed the
pivotal role of U.S. electric companies in reducing carbon emissions across the
economy. Joining the panel were EEI Chairman Gerry Anderson, executive chairman,
DTE Energy; Bob Blue, chair, president, and CEO, Dominion Energy; Maryam Brown,
president, Southern California Gas Company; Leo Denault, chairman and CEO,
Entergy; and Ralph Izzo, chairman, president, and CEO, Public Service Enterprise
Group.
Read Edison International’s blog post, “A Clean Energy Future Must Embrace
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion,” on the CLC website.

W H AT W E ’ R E R E A D I N G

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion—Key to Our Clean
Energy Future
“Mitigating and adapting to the effects of our changing climate—and driving the broader
transformation of the electric power industry—will require diverse, equitable, and
inclusive ideas and approaches to clean energy, electrification, energy grid
modernization, energy affordability, reliability, resilience, safety, and cybersecurity,”
writes EEI Vice Chairman Pedro J. Pizarro, president and CEO of Edison International,
in the latest issue of Electric Perspectives.
“No one person or single way of thinking truly can address the complex set of
challenges ahead to fulfill our critical mission and repower our society. Our collective
success depends on actively seeking diverse perspectives.”
Read more.

N O W P L AY I N G

Exploring Drones and Cybersecurity
The Electric Perspectives Podcast covers key issues related to the transformation
being led by EEI’s member companies.
In the latest episode, Scott Aaronson, EEI vice president of security and
preparedness, discusses cybersecurity issues and electric power industry initiatives
with Manoj Chouthai, Con Edison vice president of IT engineering, operations, and
cybersecurity, and Margaret Hopkins, Puget Sound Energy senior vice president of
shared services and chief information officer.
In another episode released earlier this month, “Drones Have Sky-High Potential for
Electric Companies,” EEI General Counsel, Corporate Secretary, and Senior Vice
President of Clean Energy Emily Fisher was joined by Eric Schwartz, manager of
technology and innovation at Florida Power and Light, and Eileen Lockhart, manager of
Xcel Energy’s unmanned aircraft systems program, to discuss the sky-high potential of
drones in the industry to contribute to safety, efficiency, and resilience and the steps
needed to fully realize that potential.
Listen now.

GET INTO ENERGY

Careers In Energy Week
EEI was proud to join the Center for Energy Workforce Development (CEWD) in
celebrating the 11th annual Careers in Energy Week (October 18-22). Careers in
Energy Week was created by CEWD to recognize and raise awareness of energy
careers and their importance to the nation.
On October 20, CEWD hosted a virtual career event, EnergyCareers 2021, which
showcased careers in energy to those interested in learning more about the exciting
opportunities offered in the nation’s electric, natural gas, and nuclear industries. The
event featured notable speakers, including U.S. Secretary of Energy Jennifer
Granholm, as well as breakout sessions about opportunities in energy for diverse
groups including minorities, women, veterans, career changers, and students.
EEI’s member companies are leading a profound transformation of America’s energy
future, and now is a great time to join the electric power industry. The industry plays a
vital part in maintaining a robust economy, contributing $865 billion annually to the U.S.
GDP, or five percent of the total GDP. From supporting new skills training, STEM
education, and resources for veterans, women, youth, and adults, the industry is
creating long-term solutions and driving employment for a skilled, diverse workforce in
the future.
Learn more.
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DELIVERING THE FUTURE

Dominion Energy Announces Solar Project on
Former Mines
Dominion Energy Virginia and The Nature Conservancy have announced an innovative
collaboration to develop one of the first universal (or large-scale) solar projects on
former surface mines in the coalfields of southwest Virginia. Among its benefits, the
Highlands Solar Project will repurpose roughly 1,200 acres of the former Red Onion
surface mine and surrounding properties to generate approximately 50 megawatts of
solar energy, enough to power 12,500 homes at peak output. The project also will
increase local tax revenues and provide additional funding through solar siting
agreements, all while creating new clean energy jobs.
Dominion Energy Virginia plans to begin construction in 2024 or 2025, subject to review
and approval by the Virginia State Corporation Commission.
"This project is a huge win for southwest Virginia's economy," said Ed Baine, president
of Dominion Energy Virginia. "It's also another major step toward building a 100-percent
clean energy economy in Virginia. Repurposing former coal mines for solar is a smart
way to enhance the region's economy and bring renewables to southwest Virginia."
Learn more.

SPONSORED CONTENT

Complete. Innovative. Trusted.
Current carries a full family of LED lamp & fixture replacements for almost every
lighting need. From A-Line and HID lamps to industrial grade lighting fixtures with
everything in between. Current offers stand-alone lighting controls for simplicity as
well as a fully networked systems for multiple buildings.
Learn more: https://www.gecurrent.com/

SECURITY FOCUS

Protecting the Energy Grid Is a Team Sport
While October is Cybersecurity Awareness month, securing the nation's energy grid
and ensuring a reliable and affordable supply of energy are top priorities for the electric
power industry all year long. In Security Magazine, EEI’s Vice President of Security
and Preparedness Scott Aaronson explains how EEI member companies coordinate
with state and industry partners to protect critical infrastructure and enhance
cybersecurity.
“We all have heard some variation on the sentiment that protecting our people, data,
networks, and infrastructure cannot be the responsibility solely of those with ‘security’ in
their titles,” Aaronson writes.
“For America’s electric companies, whose infrastructure is critical to the life and safety
of our customers, communities, and country, that has meant an aggressive commitment
to: coordinate with key stakeholders, including vendors, interdependent sectors, and
government partners; develop a culture of security within companies, from industry
leaders to frontline workers; and prepare for current and future threats by investing
wisely, prioritizing critical assets, and engineering resilience against all hazards.
“This holistic approach is informed by more than a century of operating the energy grid
of North America, which requires all segments of the electric power sector to work
together to address shared threats and to respond collectively when incidents do
occur.”
Read more. Find tips on how to practice good cyber hygiene in the September issue
of Energy Talk.

IN CASE YOU MISSED IT

Thomas Edison's Enduring Legacy
October is an important month in Edison history: October 18 marked 90 years since the
inventor’s death, and October 21 was the 142nd anniversary of Edison and his team
successfully testing the world’s first practical incandescent light bulb.
Electric Perspectives asked John P. Keegan, chairman and president of the Charles
Edison Fund and the Edison Innovation Foundation (neither of which is affiliated with
EEI or the Edison Foundation Institute for Electric Innovation) to reflect on Edison’s
continuing influence on science, society, the economy, and more. Read Keegan’s
reflections in the latest issue of Electric Perspectives.

REGISTER NOW

EEI Financial Conference
The 56th EEI Financial Conference will be held November 7-9 at the Diplomat Beach
Resort in Hollywood, FL. All attendees are required to be fully vaccinated to attend in
person. Registration will be available online and on-site during the event.
The EEI Financial Conference is the premier industry gathering of electric company Csuite officers, investors, and other members of the financial community. The annual
conference provides a unique opportunity for its delegates to network and discuss
major issues impacting electric companies, their investors, customers, and key
stakeholders. View the agenda here.
Register now.
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